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EDITORS
LETTER

As I write this a lot of the club are in
Wales along with a group from
France – lets hope they have had
good weather and get a lot done.
Summer is half over and the typically British weather has stopped
quite a lot of climbing – but don’t
worry – there’s plenty of time left.
Please remember the 50th anniversary celebrations on the September
meet – you should all have had details of this sent to you by now – if
you haven’t then let me know and I
will sort it. We should have a good
weekend – with Everest Climber
Steve Venables providing the entertainment and we will provide the
party atmosphere.
For those of you who know him – ex
PMC member and legendary late
evening climber Joe Begley has broken his leg playing football – those
who know him will smile or grimace
buts let’s hope he is on the mend
soon.
Remember – if you have done any of
the 50th celebration routes then we
will need the small write –up and the
pictures before the end of the year –
please do it now before it gets forgotten.
Nick Downey
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WASHED UP?
When you visit the cottage you are expected to Do your share
of the cleaning up duties.
This means washing up, drying and putting away the pots that
you used to cook your meal and not just leaving them for the
faithful few to do.
(The faithful few are complaining bitterly about your antisocial behaviour)
If everyone does their own used dishes etc then there is no acrimony between members.
On the Sunday morning it is everyone’s job to clean up. We
know you want to nip off early to go climbing but you are being very selfish if you leave all the work to the others. There is
plenty to do even though other people may still be in bed and
will want to use the kitchen later.
Floors can be vacuumed, showers & washbasins wiped clean,
fresh toilet rolls put out, bin bags replaced, kitchen surfaces
wiped, etc, etc.
You should be able to find a job yourself without being told
what to do.
We want you to take a pride in your cottage. It is yours!
As a member you own it and have a responsibility to look after
it. If you treat it and the other members with contempt then you
are not welcome. You can go to a guesthouse somewhere and
pay ten times as much for the privilege of not doing any cleaning.
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Yes / No

Your ticket/confirmation will be sent in the post prior to the event.

Return booking form and payment to:
PMC c/o: 18 The Grove, Market Deeping, Peterborough, PE6 8AW

Hotel Accommodation
ed
Rooms can be booked at the
hotel – £29.50 per person per night, B & B (discounted rate)
lly book
u
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w
o
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e
t
o
No of Guest(s): ___
Room required: single / double
H
Quality
try:
203
0
7
Date of arrival: ___ /
___
/
___
Date of departure: ___ / ___ / ___
8
6
8
tel: 012 86 870 260
o
H
d
d
Payment (please make
cheques payable to Peterborough Mountaineering Club)
Gwyne ke Hotel: 012
La
Entry (£19.50/person)
£_____
Padarn
Accommodation
(£29.50/person/night)
£_____
Total
£_____

Please indicate if you expect to use the shuttle bus back to the Cottage at 11.30pm

Main course selection (tick one)
Roast leg of welsh lamb cooked with Rosemary
Supreme of chicken in a rich pesto sauce topped with mozzarella
Vegetarian option

Telephone number: ________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Name (s): _________________ ________________

Booking Form

PMC 50th Anniversary Dinner
With after dinner speaker: Mr Stephen Venables—renowned British Mountaineer
Date: Saturday 18th Sept ’04, 8pm
Venue: Quality Hotel, Llanberis, Gwynedd, North Wales (formerly Royal Victoria Hotel)
Cost: £19.50 per person

PMC reunited!
Do you know of any past members of the PMC that we haven’t seen for a
while?
The 50th Anniversary dinner in September is a great opportunity to get back
in contact with your old climbing buddies. We want to see as many Club
members from past decades as possible. Ring them up, email; write… just let
them know about this great night out!
And don’t forget your partners, I’m sure they’re curious to meet the other
love of your life!

50th Anniversary Dinner
Saturday 18th September, 8pm
Quality Hotel Snowdonia, Llanberis
£19.50
Featuring after dinner speaker

Stephen Venables MBE
A shuttle bus will bring the ‘merry’ crowd back to the cottage at the end of
the night.
For a booking form see this issue of Take-in, the Peterborough Climbing
Wall notice board, Club Cottage notice board or contact Will Kimberley Tel:
07802 260 516 Email: 50years@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Font Impressions
This year I succumbed to the pressure and went on the Font trip for the first
time. I never get particularly excited before a holiday. I’m never sure if I’m going to enjoy myself, perhaps the hotel will be no good; maybe I won’t like the
place, etc etc. Almost invariably I’m wrong and I was most definitely wrong
about Font.
For anyone who hasn’t been to Font its bouldering heaven set in an absolutely
wonderful forest. The website http://bleau.info/ lists almost 100 different areas
and there are literally thousands of routes in all grades to suit all abilities. Very
helpfully they have circuits at each area. These are groups of routes within a
range of grades, which you can follow from one boulder to the next. They are
designated with a colour. So for example you might have a blue route, which is
marked on the boulders in blue paint thus making it very straightforward to follow the circuit. I did mostly yellow and orange routes with a few blue and none
of them were particularly high, often no more than 3 or 4 moves with occasional
higher slabs. On one slab in particular I got to about ¾ height and realised there
was no way I could safely fall off, it was finish or bust. Didn’t fancy sliding
down the slab if I slipped. The landings are almost universally good, at Cul de
Chien it’s soft sand, so one quickly becomes somewhat blasé about falling off.
The down climbs are often “interesting” though. I think we went to at least three
different areas – Rocher Canon, Franchard Isatis and Cul de Chien – each with
their own characters. My favourite? It’s very hard to choose but if I had to pick
one then I guess
it would be
Franchard Isatis.
I loved the circuit we tried and
the setting was
great.
So the Font
weekend
was
probably the best
short break I’ve
had in long time.
The Hotel Formule1 at Moret
sur Loing was
more than adequate and Moret
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itself is a lovely,
t y p i c a l l y
“French” town.
The weather was
great. The company was terrific. It was immense fun and
the encouragement I got from
Lin, Gill, Jenny,
Peter, Paul and
Jez really pushed
me to achieve
more than I
thought I would.
At the end of
each afternoon when everyone else wanted to leave I just wanted to stay and do
more. Of course by the time we got back to our cars I was completely whacked
but at the time I was eager to keep going. A week after we got back home, DBK
asked me how I’d rate the weekend out of 10. I’d give it 9 ½ and it only drops ½
point because I would have loved to do more. Still there’s always next year if I
can wait that long. In fact I can’t I’m going back at the end of September.
Nig P

Wellingborough MC hut meets

A reminder to PMC members that if you are going to turn up on WMC weekends it is only polite to enquire first, as the number of "accidental" occurrences
seems to be increasing of late and whilst we are generally glad of the company
and a pretty sociable lot, we would like to know in advance just in case there is a
problem. Our weekends are the first full weekend of a month (i.e. Sunday 1st
would not be our weekend) unless the first weekend is a bank holiday in which
case our meet goes back a week and the cottage is available to anyone for the
bank holiday.
Cheers.
Ian Smith
Membership sec.
WMC.
01536 712290
07803 259433
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Guess the route ?
Last issue’s Guess the route was ?

‘Heaven crack’ 3* V. Diff at Stanage
Here’s another.
A superb climb up the blank groove.
Many people’s first extreme lead which
is surprising since it isn’t a push-over.
Passing the bulge is the crux, requiring
faith in friction; protection is good.

Last issues “Which route am I on”

Colin Edwards on ‘The Sloth’ HVS 5b
at The Roaches.

Where are we ?

Which route am I on ?

Last issue we were looking towards Stanage from Burbage north. Try this one below.
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Vercors
By Kevin Yallop

The Club visit to the Vercors took place between 27th May and the 2nd of June this year.
The idea was to get some multipitch action on the big limestone crags that abound in that
part of France and as a consequence introduce club members to the delights of wild exposure, efficient ropework and alpine ethics. The Vercors is an ideal place to do just this
plus enjoy really great climbing into the bargain.
One or two items of equipment are essential for any visit – a helmet to fend off falling
objects, a vache for belaying and hanging round in general, plenty of quickdraws, an
auto lock device (such as the Petzl Reverso) and long ropes to facilitate long abseils. A
small amount of trad gear is also useful to supplement the bolts, which can be a bit
widely spaced at times.
As we were relative novices to the area, it was great to have the expert local knowledge of Tim and Nicole Armes who had been living out there for a couple of years and
had got to know the area quite well. They were our link with the Valence Alpine Club,
the local section of the CAF.
The Vercors is a mountain area between Grenoble and Valence, on the opposite side of
the Rhone valley to the Ardeche. The area is characterised by lots of long Limestone escarpments, some completely inaccessible and vegetated, but many suitable for climbing.
The majority of climbable crags are between 200 and 350m high and like most limestone
very steep. They are often perched high on a hillside above another 1000m or more of
vertiginous forest clad hillside, creating an atmosphere of tremendous exposure and giving commanding views of the surrounding valleys.
My own personal memories of the Vercors were based
on a visit many years ago, having been driven south
by torrential rain in Chamonix and the Ecrins.
We found a week of sunshine and exciting, long days on multipitch limestone crags like Presles, Glandasse – the sort of places where
you only do one route in a day and
still climb more than the typical day out at Stanage.
The team consisted of Simon
G-B (who did a great job of
organising the whole thing),
Penny G-B, Will Kimberly,
Graham Robinson, Jez Gittins,
Mick Brunton, Morgan, John
Darling, Zoë, Ross and myself. Local arrangements were very well looked after by Tim
and Nicole who provided much needed local knowledge, some local climbers to show us
how it was really done and were brave enough to let us use their barbecue.
The trip coincided with a French holiday weekend so our original plan to use a Gite
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was scuppered and we ended up camping
at the foot of the Vercors plateau, about
20km from Valence just outside the small
village of Barbières. Fortunately the campsite was conveniently situated about 5km
from Tim and Nicole’s house and not
much further from the local “Ecole d’Escalade” or training crag. It was also well
appointed with a bar/restaurant, a swimming pool and a team of friendly Dutch
owners.
The team used a variety of means to get
to the Vercors. The more masochistic (and
stingy) among us (Simon, Mick, Morgan and Jez) drove overnight and arrived on Friday,
the more sensible flew in two parties (John, Zoë and Ross on Wednesday and Penny,
Will, Graham and I flew out from Stansted on Thursday), arriving at St Etienne, courtesy
of Ryanair. The flight was conveniently in time to dash down to the Vercors and slot in a
few warm up climbs on Thursday at the aforementioned local Ecole d’Escalade, Gorge
Du Rochefort-Samson.
Friday was our first day of
climbing proper and our local expert, Tim decided that
we should all get the feel of
the Vercors by going back to
the Gorge Du RochefortSamson again, especially as
we had arranged to meet
Simon and his team there
later on the in the day. Although this is the training
area and there are some one
or two pitch routes set in a
gorge at the foot of the Vercors plateau, it still has
plenty of multipitch routes
to go at – anything from 3 to 8 pitches, but at a slightly more reasonable angle than the
main Vercors crags. The morning saw us visiting the upper part of the gorge where Tim,
John, Zoë and Ross tackled a 3 pitch arête, technically quite reasonable but lots of exciting exposure and Will and I went round the corner and tackled a 4 pitch wall climb – a
bit harder and steeper and generally a rude awakening to the shape of things to come
later in the week.
After an interesting descent down a mixture of scree (tip – don’t wear sandals when
descending scree) and forest we ended up back at the lower part of the gorge where we
found Simon and co. already getting stuck in. The afternoon was spent in a mixture of
single pitch routes for some of the gang while Mick and Morgan, Will and I, Tim and
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Graham tackled two easy-ish 8 pitch routes which went up more or less in parallel – a
great introduction to the things to come later.
After a long and involved debate on Friday night where we decided that jumping in to
something more serious up on the main plateau might prove a bit too much for some of
the members of the team who were finding the exposure and the ropework a bit challenging, we decided that on Saturday we would opt for a less challenging setting outside
of the Vercors to give everyone a bit more practice.
The Dentelles de
Montmiraille is a fantastic series of limestone flakes or teeth
(hence Dentelles)
about 50-100m high
situated 1 hour south
by road from where we
were staying.
They stand high on
the crest of a ridge
about 20 mins easy
walk up through pine
forest from the car
park and offer great
views all around from
the top. There are 12 areas in all, corresponding to 12 teeth each of which has its own
character and level of difficulty. Across the whole set of crags there is a range difficulties to suit all tastes. The climbing is halfway between sports climbing and the more imposing multipitch routes of the Vercors, with routes that are 1,2 and 3 pitches long. Generally, not many routes seemed to finish on top of teeth as the rock is a bit rotten near the
top, but there are one or two interesting features like through caves that let you go from
one side of a tooth to the other.
Tim selected an area of moderate difficulty that would give everyone a chance to do
some climbing. One really nice feature was that it was possible to climb in the shade all
day by moving around a bit. This was important as it was a fabulous day with a clear
blue sky and the sun was blazing down, fit to wreak havoc on skins that hadn’t see the
daylight for months. Everyone had a good time that day, the quality of the climbing was
good, the rock mostly solid and the atmosphere was relaxing but still needing the multipitching approach.
The next day (Sunday) our local expert pointed us at our first crag high in the Vercors–
the Col Du Torniol. The crag is situated at the top of the Col, about 13km from our
campsite and looking down over the Rhone valley and in the far distance the Ardeche. In
fact, it can be easily seen from the campsite and vice versa – the campsite swimming
pool stood out in the distance like a blue gem. The crag is about 200m high at the highest
point and all the routes are between 5 and 8 pitches, steep and with situations that give
them a mountain ambience. Some climbers from the local club joined us – Gregoire and
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Nadine, a husband
and wife team that
climb together regularly.
Once again we
split up into parties
and tackled a number of routes –
Nicole and I were
lured into the obvious natural line of
the Grand Diedre,
an 8-pitch route that
splits the crag from
top to bottom. It
was supposedly a
straightforward
classic sort of route,
with lots of good mountain ambience. However, the first pitch is a bit entertaining – I
managed to collect some air miles on the first attempt, the second time round went a bit
better with the aid of a friendly bolt. After that the pitches were a lot more sensible and
we had a great time enjoying the airy situations with the feeling of having the whole crag
to ourselves.
Meanwhile the rest of the party were attempting a number of routes of varying difficulty at the other end of the crag (several hundred meters away). Tim led a team up
something rather hard with a difficult start while Gregoire and Nadine led another party
up the more sensible, classic Pilier Sud, a more amenable expedition.
Monday dawned looking a bit cloudy and threatening – at least at the campsite. We
couldn’t see the Col Du Torniol so a day on the high crags looked unlikely. However,
after the now traditional croissants, coffee and entertainment from John and Ross we set
off down to Tim’s place. Tim duly announced that Presles was still on so we set off in
convoy to give it a go. We were joined by Greg and Nadine again and by Christophe,
another local climber.
Presles is probably one of the best crags in the Vercors – an almost continuous limestone crag, 4km long and up to 230m in height. It is steep and imposing, there are very
few easy routes – most require the ability to climb at least f6a to get up them without
assistance and in the majority of cases considerably higher grades that that. Presles is
situated high above the tourist village of Pont en Royans creating a real feeling of exposure. Even driving to the crag up the twisty little roads above Pont en Royans is a bit exciting, climbing there is definitely for thrill seekers.
The crag is bisected by a large ledge – wide enough in places to walk along - the Vire
Mediane which runs the whole length of the crag at half height, ideal for escape if the
steeper top pitches are too much. We chose to climb in the left hand sector of the crag,
the nice feature of climbing in this sector is that you walk downhill from the car park to
get to the crag, climb up to the plateau and walk back downhill to the car again!
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Tim decided to give us all an easy introduction to the place and opted for two routes,
both 8 pitches long and both at the lower end of the gradings for the crag. I paired up
with Christophe who seemed to be a pretty good climber and headed round the corner
with Will and Graham, Greg and Nadine. The other groups followed Tim up an alternative line of similar difficulty.
Our team all started off up Les Buis – an easy classic that is probably HVS in standard.
Christophe seemed a bit reluctant to do anything too hard – he’d just had 3 days in the
Ecrins doing some snow routes and was complaining about being a bit tired. However he
made the mistake of sending me off to find the start of the first pitch above the Vire Mediane. I got to a nice looking corner and belayed there. It turned out to be a recently developed variant of Les Buis, with pitches at a nice steady f 5c/6a. Once Christophe got
over the shock of the first 6a pitch it turned out to be really rather pleasant with some
nice bits of 5c crack a bit like grit but on limestone and a superb final pitch which save
the best until literally the last move. The rest of the group followed the correct line and
enjoyed the classic situations.
In the meantime, the other group had also been lured into trying some variants on their
route – Mick notably ended up on a 6c final pitch and got up it with just a couple falls, a
great effort.
The final day, Tuesday was our first day with any rain, we had had a great record up to
that point, and our only day without local knowledge on hand. The morning was spent
mooching round Valence in the rain, however by the middle of the day the sun was
threatening to break through and we headed off for Ombleze, another popular local
venue set down from the main plateau above a gorge. The crags have mainly been developed for sports climbing but there are some 3-5 pitch routes dotted around the place. As
the weather was a bit uncertain we decided to stick to single pitch routes on the main
crag, another steep limestone face set into a hillside. Unfortunately, rain fairly quickly
stopped play and we ended up beating a hasty retreat to the bar at the bottom of the hill.
Wednesday, the day to fly home dawned looking as bad as Tuesday, a perfect day for
leaving and it was
with reluctance that
we packed up and
left. It just remains
to say thanks to
Simon for the UK
organisation and
Tim and Nicole for
the local arrangements – I’m sure
we’ll be back for
some more adventures in the Vercors.
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HIGH ADRENALIN DESCENT
MARK 1

Most of you know that on 10 February this year I was stretchered off Ben Nevis
(rather embarrassing). So whilst you are all still benignly smiling, perhaps a few
words of analysis might prevent a future post-mortem.
On Feb 9 four of us were up early, parked at Ben Nevis Youth Hostel, walked
up to the C.I.C hut and by 0900 were starting up Tower Ridge, climbing as two
separate pairs.
It was a first class day, weather good until about 1630, comfortable climbing,
great views. I found following Tom out of the Tower Gap hard, a sure sign that I
was over-tired but we got onto the plateau a little after 1800. Dark and snowing
we stashed away non-essentials, checked the guidebook and started down (214°
grid for 130 metres then 281° for 1300 metres before tending north towards the
halfway Lochan. We added 4° for compass variation.
First section, no problem. After 700 metres on 281° the ground became significantly steeper, and more worryingly there were rocky outcrops and steps which
should not have been there. The guidebook clearly warns of this, and the situation is to go back up, tending north until you can walk back down on 281° on an
even slope. We elected to push on down, still apparently on 281° bearing. After
all, if we were at the top of Five-Finger Gully, the aspect of slope would be more
or less due south -wouldn't it!
Soon after negotiating one of these little outcrops, I pitched off, face forward
out onto the ice. I instinctively rolled to take the fall on my right arm & shoulder, then turned myself feet down (spikes well up) first onto back, and then
rolled into standard ice-axe arrest position. There are hundreds of rocks for the
axe to hit on practice slopes, there are none on Nevis. The impact put me on my
back again and my head torch (borrowed) disappeared so it suddenly got dark. I
had partially lost control of the axe and as the adze hit me in the face I just knew
that I had a broken nose & teeth.
So I got myself on my back again and rolled in for a second ice-axe arrest nothing seemed to be happening & in desperation I took the axe from its "tucked
in shoulder" position and I two-handedly chopped into the ice - the axe held but
I could not hold it. As I let go I was vaguely aware that it had popped out again.
This was getting serious folks. I was trying to control the slide hands-only (this
actually works fine on not very hard nevé if anybody has ever practiced it )
Since all I had left was the long cowstail on my climbing harness (still wearing it
fortunately) it seemed like a good idea to try and hook it over something – actuTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

ally, hook it over anything! After what seemed like 15 seconds, I stopped and it
all went quiet, apart from my breathing – I had got the cowstail and right hand
over a small projecting rock. When I had calmed down a bit and looked further
up, Tom's headtorch seemed about 70 metres away. I called out and encouraged
him to "come on down".
To finish the story, where I ended up was untenable - Tom coerced me to
climb back up 2-300 metres or so, to where he felt he could construct a decent
belay. We sat out the night - I had probably slid about 200 metres.
Facial Injuries - neither nose nor teeth broken, three cracked ribs, legs - particularly upper thighs black and blue, right arm wrecked: - as I write this on 18th
April. My physio absolutely forbids me to play badminton or climb hard. No hypothermia or exposure related problems.
So, what went right - I didn't foul my spikes on anything during the fall, Tom
was carrying an emergency shelter, we both had decent kit with spare clothes
and food for the night.
What went wrong - I didn't concentrate enough when tired, ignored an obvious
navigational error, fell off from where I shouldn't have been anyway; and failed
to make a decent, quick ice-axe arrest. So, silly arse or what - make up your own
minds!
Footnote 1 - I was back in Scotland during March. The consensus of local
guides is that Tower Ridge is underrated in the guidebooks. It seems that rock
continues to weather considerably and parts of the upper tower, and the gap itself are considered harder now than just a few years ago. Apparently in just one
eventful day last autumn, no less than 16 scramblers were rescued by top-rope
from the gap.
Footnote 2 - Mountain rescue found the headtorch at the bottom of Five-Finger
Gully, still working.
Barry Ramsden

Apology

The editors of Take-In are pleased to announce that due to the huge
amount of articles sent in for Take-In, we have unfortunately had to
omit some of them from this issue. This is because of technical
limitations within the printing/binding process. We will however,
definitely print the articles in the next issue. It seems that you guys
can’t get enough of this magazine. We would like to thank everyone
who has sent in articles and pictures, and to also say keep em coming! Brilliant!
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A scramble for seaside rock
By Kate Mulholland

Head for the end of the World, where the land meets the sea, take a few steps

back and you are in paradise...well Cornwall actually but you could not hope to
get closer to beauty and magic - glance over your shoulder and you might
chance to see King Arthur. It was to Cornwall and Kellynack specifically that 13
eager climbers/walkers hurtled to make the most of the Easter weekend and the
great weather.
We could not have asked for better weather..thanks BBC for forecasting spits
and spots and 'patchy' rain, as they seem to describe it of late. The invasion of
Kellynack bunk house and camping site was complete with the last of the stragglers arriving Easter Friday.
We broke up into 2 groups and over the next few days, climbed a multitude of
routes, including Pontenack point and Tatur Dur (climbed by DBK and Becs
with Matt A, Sara and Jez making the second team); Sennan - Where Simon GB
lead a climb of Demo Route with Lin Marsh and Chris seconding; Carn-les-Boel
and finally we all climbed several routes at Bosigran.
I can truly say, looking over the events of the weekend, that the climbs on SatTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

urday and Sunday were by far the most exhilarating. Our Saturday group of intrepid explorers, which included Simon GB, Lin Marsh, John, Chris, Martina
and myself, spent the best part of Saturday morning trying to find the climb at
Pontenack point that DBK and Becs, Jez, Matt A and Sara had raved on about.
Unable to find this gem of a climb, we settled on an area of Carn-les-Boel,
which required us to abseil down to the foot of the cliffs, adrenalin pumping, my
first ever abseil and to prove my amateur status, I suddenly found my feet above
my head. Dangling in mid air, gazing up at a leaden sky and hoped that I would
not still be in that position when the rains came. The second abseil after lunch
went a 100 times better.
We traversed two, as yet undiscovered routes up to the cliff top. The climb led
by Lin who jokingly, whilst holding a loose chunk of rock, aptly named the
route
'Lin's Rock Crumble'. The route led by Simon, which most of us, bar Martina,
thought was a difficult climb, is yet to be named, but it was Lin's opinion, that
'Lay-Back' should appear somewhere in the title...the jury is still out.
By now, we had all limbered up and like a whirlwind, descended on Bosigran
along with every other climber in the area (it seemed). Whilst Gordon, Martina's
other half, (who will forever be know as the man who completed a stupidly long
walk all around Cornwall) completed a 30 mile hike, (which outdid my 15 miles
Friday stroll), we enjoyed a breath-taking view, high above the sea, overlooking
Commando Ridge..which as yet is untouched by us but was eyed more than once
by some of the PMCers. We all had a great day of climbing. I completed two
routes, one of which I soloed..with help from Simon who showed me where to
place the gear. The second route being my namesake - Kate.
Martina and Chris, after completing two other climbs, decided to embark on a
third and unwittingly their most adventurous ascent. Four pitches and several
hours later, they completed the arduous route and I am sure with much relief.
We all went to Cornwall to climb, bar Mat G who was conspicuous by his absence.. out chasing waves. I can honestly say it was the best weekend I have had
in a while and no, you have not scared me off climbing..you will have to try a lot
harder. Thanks for a great weekend!

Slide show and photo competition
Sunday December 5th at 7pm in the Club bar
Contact Paul Rowlands for further details on
07729 072911 or email pkr37@ntlworld.com
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Climbing in Thailand
By Sarah Christie

In the first of a two part report, Sarah Christie shares some memories from Thailand

There is a lot of Climbing in Thailand, what’s more the PMC was very well represented there during the month of February and March. Morgan and Myself
had both arranged separately to meet Colin out there to join him in some last
minute climbing before he joined Hot Rock; and there were some ex club members already out there, Nick Byham and Stuart Marlow. You could almost say it
was a club meet. As for the climbing: there is the touristy and more well known
area of Tonsai and Railey (near Krabi) in the South, and there are some lesser
known areas around Bangkok, Chaing Mai, and some of the islands.
I had been to Tonsai before as have several other PMC member, so after
briefly meeting up with Colin and Morgan in Bangkok I left them heading South
towards ‘The Beach’, whilst I went North looking for adventure and something
to write home about… or at least a new and interesting article for the newsletter
if nothing else!

Thailand Part 1: Chiang Mai

I love the feeling you get when you’re walking through somewhere new, exploring for
the first time. Everything’s exciting and interesting and it seems easier to pay attention to
your surroundings: the architecture, the atmosphere, and the many options open to you.
Do you turn left, or right? Do you sit here and watch the world go by or pop next door
and check out the local wares? Do you pop into this hostelry or the one across the road?
It was this way that I stumbled across the climbing centre in Chaing Mai… I was actually looking for somewhere to book a trek – my real reason for visiting Chiang Mai –
and although I knew there was supposed to be climbing near Chiang Mai I was still surprised to find out there was a place dedicated to the sport in the town.
I stuck my head round the door and was welcomed by the cheery American accent of
Josh, the main man when it comes to climbing in Northern Thailand. Josh runs the centre
with the help of some locals and regular visitors; he has also been a main contributor to
the new routes around Chiang Mai and is responsible for the quality guidebook detailing
the increasingly developed area. The centre provides a notice board to help single travellers (that’ll be me then), find climbing partners (yup need one of those), gear for hire for
those travelling light (oh goody!), and for those who are interested there is a guiding service, instruction for various levels and the important bit, transport provided out to the
crag and back on a daily basis if there are climbers to take up the offer.
I put up a note advertising my excellent belaying services and promised to pop back
later to see if there was likely to be a trip out the following day; when I returned Josh let
me know that folk were meeting up at 8:30 am the next day and so it seemed I was set
for climbing somewhere new.
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The crag is known as “Crazy Horse buttress”. This is down to the name of the original
and main face that’s been developed “Crazy Horse crag”. The buttress is like a tall conical mountain with rock on all sides. This means that there is climbing all day as the sun
moves round, lots of variety in angle and grade, with lots of potential for further development. The routes listed in the guidebook to date are all bolted sports routes and there
are signs of new route projects under way. It struck me very quickly that there was more
than enough here to keep you busy for a week and the small amount of time I had assigned to staying in Chiang Mai suddenly seemed miniscule.
Keen to make the most of the day I set up to belay my new climbing partner, Matthieu,
a friendly French-Swiss guy who was also doing a flying visit to Thailand and trying to
fit in some climbing. We’d started on the main crag and, as there was an instructed group
setting out on the 5’s to the left, I let myself be talked into starting on a 6a. At this point I
would like to note that 6a has previously been my best ever lead, so it was quite an ambitious warm up. Never the less it was a very enjoyable climb, and I’m glad I led it as it
did my confidence the world of good; even better it was not too steep, which is more
than I can say for the rest of the days climbing. It turned out that Matthieu was not only a
very strong and fit climber, climbing to a much higher standard than me, both of which
I’m used to, but someone who seemed to revel in steep, overhanging, long pumpy
climbs. Needless to say seconding him for the day left me very exhausted!
We climbed in three areas: Crazy Horse; The Archway, which has some fantastic
routes; and Aircon Wall, which I thought was incredibly steep and overhanging. Aircon
wall provided extra entertainment by being on a steep slope so that when Matthieu finally let the 7b he was climbing beat him and took a fall, I went for quite a swing and
needed a hand getting my feet back on the ground. It was all good fun, and special due to
the amazing location and novelty of being both somewhere new and with new people.
Transport out to the crags is provided at a cost, and includes lunch that is provided by a
local establishment. The climbing centre is very keen to involve the locals in everything
they do to ensure that they are giving something back. It’s a philosophy I can find no
fault with, and the food provided is top-notch Thai dishes. My favourite thing about
Thailand is almost without a shadow of a doubt the food. It doesn’t seem to matter
whether you are in a restaurant, sampling street stall food, or eating from a plastic container provided with the takeaway lunches for crag food, its always tasty and always filling.
Over lunch I got chatting to a party of 2 Australians, a German and a Canadian. They
were going to the Thai boxing that evening and it turned out they were staying in the
guesthouse almost next door to mine. I agreed to join them for the evening and met them
for dinner, and Matthieu met us there. It was a fun evening and they were all good company. Not only was it their last night in Chiang Mai but it was Doug’s Birthday at midnight (one of the Australians) and we ended up sitting up drinking SamSung and Coke in
true Oz style, whilst his wife (the German) went to get his surprise bottle of Champagne
which we drank in true European style! Needless to say I struggled to force myself to
leave them at anything like a sensible time and struggled even more to get up in time to
go climbing again the next day.
Day 2 outside the climbing shop in the morning and I almost felt at home already. People were chatting, swapping stories about climbing areas in Thailand and around the
world, and planning their routes for the day.
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The previous day a German-Swiss lass had turned up at the climbing centre, Zabrine,
and Josh had suggested she climbed with me for the day. We got ourselves sorted with
gear, Matthieu turned up again and paired up with a local French climber for some tough
stuff, whilst Zabrine and I prepared ourselves for an enjoyable day of 5s. In addition to
us there were 4 regulars but no guiding or instruction parties for the day; all the more 5’s
for use then, and with the sun already shining bright it looked good for another hot days
climbing.
Zabrine and I made for Monkey Cove to start out and really did spend the day climbing 5s. It was fantastic, and incredibly chilled out. We just took our time and enjoyed the
climbing, and the scenery. We managed to climb in several different areas from the previous day, including the Hanging Gardens and The Rooftop, and we had a look at some
of those with routes above our grade too. There is tremendous variety in the rock formation and climbing style considering it’s all the same mountain.
The last climb of the day we did is on one of the highest crags, up on the side of the
hill, so you almost reach the top; as a result the view from the lower off chains is phenomenal. There are some top quality climbs up there with equally remarkable views, including a 6a which Zabrine had done and thoroughly recommended but we were unfortunately scared off by wasps who were making us worry more about ourselves than our
climbing partner, so it seemed silly to carry on. That’s one I will have to save for next
time.
With so much else to do in and around Chiang Mai, and my arms aching from two
long days climbing at a level and heat I’d not been used to for a while, I begrudgingly
accepted that I will have to go back again another time to sample the rest of the range of
climbing on offer. Instead, I booked myself onto one of the famous cooking courses and
tried to learn the arts of creating some of the wonderful food I keep raving about.
It was a fantastic day with a top quality teacher, and needless to say I sampled as much
food as I could – purely in the name of research you understand, so that I knew what was
suitable for attempting back home! I also enjoyed visiting the local markets, and in the
evening I sampled a rather forceful Thai Massage. The poor woman kept muttering
something about my muscles not being very like a ladies, and asked if I did a lot of
walking. She kept laughing when I tried to explain Id been climbing and that’s why I
was so sore. I was informed it took her twice as long as normal to get a result she was
happy with but I was able to assure her it was well worth her effort.
Another thoroughly recommended visit is a day at the zoo; I combined this with visiting some villages and sites slightly off the tourist beaten tracks, as recommended by my
host at the guesthouse. I was very grateful for his advice, and spent a happy hour or so
enjoying perfect peace and quiet at a secluded waterfall spot with a perfect view. It’s being lucky enough to meet and speak to such friendly people that can make a trip so special.
I met some wonderful people in Chiang Mai and really enjoyed the sociable atmosphere in the evenings. If anyone has ever been unsure about travelling alone somewhere
like SE Asia then I can thoroughly recommend Thailand as being the perfect place to
begin. In fact, considering how short my stay was I realised that I was going to miss the
place and not just because of the climbing and amazing scenery. There may not be a
Beach but I had found my own little version of paradise.
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Self-Rescue Course at Plas y Brenin
National Mountain Centre, Wales.
17/18 April 2004

Present: Sara Christie, Colin Hawes, Tom Hyde, Will Kimberley, Peter
Lane, Beth Rawson, Kevin Trickey and myself Jez Gittins.
We arrived on the Saturday morning at the centre in trepidation and
waited for our PYB instructors. They arrived and put us at ease and everyone
began introducing themselves and their aims for the weekend. A common theme
was people wanting to build a skills base with multi-pitched climbing in mind.
The forecast indicated bad weather for Sunday so we went straight out to a local
crag. Dividing into 2 small groups each with an instructor, we went through a
series of rope work activities, each time adding another skill. The weather was
cold and occasionally windy and everyone wrapped up as there was going to be
a certain amount of “hanging around” for those being rescued.
We started by setting up a typical belay stance
with 2 good anchors forming a “V” leading back
to the belayer, seated in a good position with a
clear view of the climb and the second. (How
often is this true!) Then we practised tying off
the belay as a foundation as this allows the
leader to free both hands. The first skill to try
was the assisted hoist, a pulley system involving
both the belayer and the “helpful” climber. Both
belayer and climber can pull together and the
pulley allows good ground to be covered
quickly. Next was to try “escaping the system.”
This often involves setting up a new anchor by
tying together the existing anchors often with a
large sling in a French prussik to create a strongpoint slightly back from the belay ledge. This
allows the leader to attach another prussik in
front of the tied off belay and connect to the
strongpoint behind the belay. The belay plate can
Pete Lane working an unassisted
then
be released and the leader may un-tie, escape
hoist
from the belay and if necessary, run away leaving
the climber dangling! However we were to try the unassisted hoist once “out of
the system” as more movement was required than can be achieved while still
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still tied-in. The belayer had to use the
classic prussik knot to pull the rope in a
pulley system around a karabiner backed
up by another prussik to raise an injured
climber that could not help. It soon became obvious that we would all be purchasing more prussiks and slings soon!
Should it be unwise to bring the climber
up and they are unable to descend unaided next we tried the Counterbalanced
abseil. Once tied off, and having escaped
the system an abseil is created with the
climber as a counterbalance. This has the
rope going from the climber up to the belay position through a karabiner and then
down to the leader. The leader abseils and
as they feed out rope both parties descend. This technique proved quite tricky
as all of the weight of the suspended
climber is fed via the rope onto the harness of the leader who then has to abseil
while safely controlling the descent of
both with yet another prussik! The day
ended with lots of reflection and more
Kevin and Tom on a counterbalanced
than a few aching limbs!
Day 2 began with some on-site rope activities under a high covered area.
We had to try various ascension techniques on some static ropes. We all had a
play with jumars, shunts, ropemen and tiblocs as well as the humble prussik that
brought back personal memories of an epic on the Old Man of Stoer from last
year. Something that the instructors kept mentioning was the need to habitually
back up all ropework with prussiks or in this case clipping a bight of rope to
your harness in case the ascension device fails.
With the weather lifting a little we headed out again for some off-site
activities at a small rock outcrop opposite the centre. We looked at lowering
somebody past a knot on 2 ropes and how to abseil past a knot in 2 joined ropes
and also tandem abseils with an injured party. Slightly different to the counterbalanced abseil this has both parties attached at the same point on the rope by an
inverted “Y” sling with the leader controlling descent by a prussik. It soon became obvious how invaluable a good belay was and how useful slings and prussiks could be. One very useful skill was using a tied-off Italian Hitch to attach
slings to Karabiners as once loaded a sling cannot be released any other way
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(apart from cutting it).
Our last session with the Instructors saw us working in pairs, practising
scenarios and solutions at the PYB Indoor Training Room. We tried to come up
with a few situations that have happened to club members and worked through
them. Examples included Tom’s big fall on a traverse at Gogarth, leader falls or
accidents while on multi-pitch routes past the half-way point of the rope, long
hair or other objects jamming belay plates and even the strange example of a
certain club member passing out while belaying a leader!
We spent a couple of hours going through different situations, tying
each other up in knots and finding out just how difficult it can be with an unconscious casualty without any help nearby. A good solid belay stance also proved
invaluable due to the pressures
placed on it in a rescue situation. We all found out that a
hanging belay gets incredibly
uncomfortable very quickly
with a casualty hanging from
your harness! We did try to
make it as difficult as possible
with a worst-case situation to
see what might happen but in
most cases other climbers are
often nearby and can help with
gear, ropes and suggestions.
By the end of the weekend we
all had visions of rope spaghetti before our eyes, aching
limbs from all the ropework
and a lot to think about. The
weekend was very informative, should help to raise
awareness and may even encourage one or 2 of us to buy
some more prussiks!
Jez Gittins.

Wall space was at a premium!
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Thailand through to China.

Two days travel
through northern Thailand from Chang Mai
we arrived at the LaoThai friendship bridge
border. After getting a
two-week visa for our
journey up into China,
and visa formalities
done we went in search
of accommodation in
Vientiane. This was
our base for the next
couple of days before
heading off to Vang Vieng our next climbing venue. Vientiane is a small city
situated on the banks of the Mekong River; it is also host to a fair amount of
Wats (temples), and a replica of the French Arc de Triumph, built during the
French occupation. Unfortunately I did not see any of these as I spent most of
the time lazing in a local hotel swimming pool and drinking G & T's, and sitting
in the numerous French style patisseries eating Pain au chocolate and fresh coffee!
Our next venue was Vang Vieng two days drive from Vientiane. It is a small
backpacker town with cheap guesthouses showing movies every night, if you
want that sort of thing. I spent two evenings in the riverside bar drinking beer
and watching the amazing sunsets by the river and watching the local fishermen
trying to catch catfish in their nets, bliss! Our base was a nice campsite just 3
clicks from town with good
showers and western toilets
and as a bonus it is situated
opposite the climbing and a
quick hop by boat to the crag.
I only did one route here as
the easier ones were loose and
dirty as they get very little
traffic the best routes are the
steep and overhanging 7a's on
above so making the climbing
hard, I attempted a 7a unsuccessfully, due to my lack of
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strength. Our last day here was spent floating down the river on oversized inner
tubes hired from one of the local adventure companies in town. Gary our unofficial
drinking games organizer, had us all split into teams, with the object drinking
lots whilst floating down river and stopping each others team getting to the mass
of bars located along the river. This was great fun until at our campsite bar when
Kevin jumped into the river landing on me and nearly knocking me out in the
process. After a lazy few hours recovering at the camp site, I met the rest in
town for more beers watching another south east Asian sunset.
We left Vang Vien for the capital Luang Prabang 200 kilometres north. Situated on the Mekong river which has it's source in Tibet. Our rough camp was on
a sand spit on a tributary that feeds the Mekong. We were welcomed by the
whole village and a heard of water Buffalos roaming the beach. After herding
them off we set up tents and took shelter from the baking sun as it was getting
close to 40 degrees in the shade.
The following day I took a ride into town and spent half the day emailing and
drinking coffee in Jo Ma's air con café. Later that day after helping Fi with shopping we met Scottish Ang, joining the trip until Islamabad, who had decided to
rejoin the trip after doing a south American section. I joined Fi and Ang back to
the camp site via a boat ride up the Mekong just in time for dinner and before the
thunder storm hit. Next morning and it's time to pack up camp in the wet to
make our journey to China
We arrived in Yangshou after a
Loads-a-money!
three day drive and two rough camps
from Kunming. We were greeted by
a few local climbers from China
climb a local guiding company who
had sorted out our and paid our accommodation expenses during our
weeks stay in Yangshou, with the
promise that we open up a new crag
and set a few new routes in the area.
We were welcomed with a night out
in their bar, climbing on the climbing wall situated in the bar and
drinking local snake and centipede
fortified whiskey! The next morning
we were woken early by the cook
team for breakfast as we were going
to a couple of new crags as China
climb had sought permission from
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Drilling Skullduggery!

the government to open up a few new areas for us to bolt new route. We went
with James a resident English climber who now works as a guide for China
climb. The first crag is situated above paddy fields and in a beautiful setting,
called white cliff, nice original name! I
joined Boud our climbing venue coordinator and generally nice big man from
the flatlands of Holland to try and establish a top anchor, so as I could top rope a
line and see if it's worth bolting. He led up on trad gear until some hard climbing
halted his progress.
Steady ground led to a small overhang, with minimal protection and a hard
move Boud set to try and aid this section. This was going well, placing a micro
in a thin seam and weighting it then trying to find more placements but in this
section the only piece that would fit was his Fifi hook, not really designed for
aiding, but it held thus enabling him to get a big
wire higher up until it popped, he fell and the hook snapped and sent him hurtling him upside down into space. Luckily the small wire held just below the thin
crack. Running on adrenaline he made short work on regaining to crack half aiding and climbing the hard section and getting to a belay. He placed two bolts so
as we could work the route. A short course in drilling and placing bolts. I have
now bolted and led my very
own route, called skullduggery graded F6b. With this
route established there's no
stopping me now. The very
next day I went back to top
rope a line to the right. After
a few tries I linked all the
moves with thee hard moves,
two moves from blind slopers and a reach for a jug with
only smears bringing you to
a small ramp to the belay. I
placed six bolts ready to
climb it when fresh the next
day as it is considerably
harder and steeper. Getting a
good nights sleep with earplugs I woke late as I missed
the breakfast call, ran downstairs to see if the group had
gone only to stop mid flight
and see the rain pouring
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down, bugger! Four days later and still
‘Skullduggery’ F6b
no let up of the rain and as we were
due to leave for Xian the next day I
went with Merry to try and climb his
and my new routes. We arrived to see
that the new line was almost dry. I led
it only resting once due to a crucial
hold being wet. I have named the route
'Dragonfly', as whilst climbing it a
dragonfly landed right in front of me
and I had to remove it from a hold so I
could carry on climbing.
I arrived in Xian three days drive
from Yangshuo. We arrive in the city
late as Birt the Big Red truck had a
brake failure during our journey. With
only air brakes to slow us it was going
to be a very slow journey for the 500
kilometres we had to go to Xian. Fi,
our driver made a detour to try and fix our problem. We found a small truck
workshop in a small town and spent two hours changing the brake cylinder with
local mechanics arguing on how it should be done. We finally arrived in Xian
late, booked into a hostel and crashed for the night. After a day shopping and
seeing the sights of Xian we left for Huang Shan via a visit to the Terracotta
army, which is amazing a must see for any visit to China. In Huang Shan, Darren, Tim, Mark and Karen have been here for two weeks trying to force a line up
600 meter granite walls. So far they have only managed to get up three pitches
as all the cracks are vegetated. I took a walk up to their camp site to take pictures
and swim in the rock pools. I left them to it deciding to return to Xian the next
day as climbing here would be a slow process and not worthwhile for the four
days here.
I am back in Xian and I am looking forward to our seven days drive to
Kashgar, not! it's gonna be cramped with thirty on the truck, via the great wall
which should be amazing. Where we then leave to go down the Karakoram
Highway. And onto our next venue the Hunza valley and where I'll be looking
into the costs and possibilities of trekking to K2 or Nanga Parbat. And maybe
doing a big wall as a few of the others are making home made portaledges in
Xian.
Can't wait!!
Cheers. Col.
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A Beginner’s Introduction to Bouldering

FONT 2004
“You must come to Font – you’ll love it.” It was an invitation I couldn’t turn
down. So on the evening of April 29th, there I was with Kev and Alice on
the way to Dover, the ferry and on to Arras, and my first experience of a
Formula 1 hotel. I have to say I was most impressed – clean, convenient,
comfy beds and really everything you need. Oh yes – and cheap. I will
remember them in the future.
I should mention here that I am a real beginner to bouldering. I have
been visiting Peterborough Climbing Wall since August 2003, and have
had the usual one day of training on real rock with Clive – and that is IT.
So I really didn’t know what to expect.
Day 1:
Up reasonably bright and early at Arras and off for breakfast, French
style. Then on to Font. The grey skies and persistent rain were not very
hopeful, and sure enough Bas Cuvier was rather too damp, but after a
change of venue (I’ve forgotten the name of the place) (Rocher Canon, Ed!)
we were OFF. I can say here that I am beginning to learn that one must
remember the names of places and “routes” when talking to other climbers. It is no use saying “we climbed the one with the flat bit and the tricky
overhang” you have to say “we did Black Monkey’s Tail” – or whatever
weird name the route has been given. Fellow climbers will then reply “ah
yes, I remember it well – quite a tricky hand traverse halfway up!”.
Anyway – day 1. Brilliant! I loved the different types of climbing you get
on boulders, and the fact you have to find your own holds, routes etc. I
also started to realise that although some people are better climbers than
others, everyone has his or her own strengths and weaknesses. Some
like the tricky little finger holds, others like the powerful dynamic moves,
and you can love or hate “slabs” – I think I love them!
Off to the Formula 1 at Moret (I was lucky – Alice and I had a room to
ourselves) and then out for pizza. My French came in useful, especially
when trying to find food to suit Alice’s “special needs” – say no more!
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Day 2:
Ouch – my arms hurt.
This day was much better weather
wise. Lovely and sunny and warm.
Also Gill, Lin and Nig had arrived,
which was great as Gill had a guide
book telling us all about the different
coloured circuits at all the bouldering
sites around Font. Also I had more
people nearer to (but still better than)
my level to climb with. So off to Apremont, I think. Here I started to understand the different colour classifications – yellow (OK), orange (usually
OK but often quite a challenge), blue
(well – worth a try, maybe), red (I’ll
watch the young crowd show me how
it’s done), white (over to you, Jack).
Once again, I continued to learn at a
vast rate of knots and had a brilliant time. I got so much support and encouragement. The PMC is such a great club!
In the afternoon, some went off to Elephant (have I got the name right??)
but I stayed at Apremont with Gill, Peter et al. We found some good
routes, and I started to add to my bruises and scrapes.
Day 3:
More sunshine, French bread and cheese,
mini Mars bars (yes I know I shouldn’t but I
was using up LOTS of calories – really)
and water. I was still learning masses.
Paul demonstrated the usefulness of a
well-chalked flat, open hand to pull up with
when there are NO holds on the top of the
rock, and I have to say it really does work.
Thanks, Paul. We also tried following an
orange circuit, and found such a variety of
routes. I think that is one of the best things
because there will always be something
that is fun, a challenge and you never get
bored. (Shattered, yes, but never bored.)
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The other notable thing about day 3 was I experienced real terror for the
first time!! A high, sloping climb with little in the way of “jugs”, and when I
was nearly at the top I thought “I can’t do this. I can’t go down either. I
HAVE to do this. HELP………………!” But with Peter’s encouragement, I
got there, and sat down on the top to recover. Then an interesting bumslide down.
The evening brought a change from pizza – a trip to a French Indian
restaurant in Font, if you see what I mean. Not bad but could have been
better.
Day 4:
Morning a bit disappointing. We started off at 95.2 (or was it 92.5?) The
orange routes seemed rather same-y: either easy, or impossibly muscley
(for me) so I was pleased when we moved on to Cul de Chien. That was
great. It was good to see Jack doing the celebrated “roof” – and in trainers! Also lots of routes that I enjoyed, and some fairly challenging ones. I
used the recommended “flat hand” technique to good effect.
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Day 5:
So, to the last day at Bas Cuvier. No Gill et al, as they had gone back the
previous evening, but Peter and others kept me company. There were
some nice slabs, and a few others I enjoyed, but unfortunately my upper
arms had just about had it, and once I had scraped my elbow fairly dramatically, and made use of Lanky’s first aid kit to stem the dripping blood,
I decided to watch for the rest of the time. Alice was doing some good
blues, so I watched and encouraged.
Then, lunch, drive, ferry, take-away in Dover, and home.
Final thoughts? AWESOME! And yes, I hope to go again next year.
Jenny Measures
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Multipitching dans la Vercors
By Graham Robinson

In search of multi-pitch limestone we visited the Vercors in South East France.
This is a visually stunning area with its awesome rock faces complimented with
an abundance of lush vegetation.
With little multi pitch climbing under my belt I wished to use this trip as a
learning event and gain as much experience as our five days or my nerves would
stand (whichever broke first). I wanted to get my head around climbing in a
more committing mountaineering environment and to ensure by the end of the
trip I was comfortable with abseiling, the odd hanging belay stance and finally,
just being that far off the ground.
Our flights were with “false economy” Ryanair, with their luggage allowance
of 15 kg and not offering a sports equipment allowance, excessive weight had to
be paid. Only at Stansted mind, on the return trip from St Eteniene (Lyon) the
lesson was learnt and hand luggage loaded up, nonchalantly tossed over one’s
shoulder replicating a ruck-sac as light as a feather.
On the first day I was introduced to our local man in the Vercors, Tim Armes.
We arrived at the gorge of Rochefort where, on easy ground, Tim refreshed a
few key pointers such as setting up abseils and rope management, and even more
important key points such as taking knots out of the end of ropes - think I’ve
said enough there. Ascents of 7 or more pitches are climbed on both sides of the
sheer gorge with a melt water stream twisting through. Very picturesque, and
accompanied by the sounds of cowbells in the pastures below.
The following day we
returned to Rochefort
with a classic climb of the
area Spigolo, Tim’s first
choice. The polished footholds told of the climbs
popularity and what a
classic line it was! Three
pitches (up to 5+), taking
a direct line up the exposed arête. The route
had it all; slabby sections,
crack lines, thuggish
bulges and even hand
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jamming. I was delighted to lead the middle pitch, which did my confidence a
world of good, with Tim leading the rest.
Late afternoon brought the challenge of
Jez Gittins on Pilier Sud 6a
the seven-pitched “Pilier Oublié”. Contented by the descent being a walk off
(scree slopes in sandals mind), the lead
was shared, with Tim taking the crux pitch
of 6a. Enjoyable climbing, which eased
with the increased familiarity of roles and
partner. I did come across a few run outs,
which is all part of the package. Sections
where you convince yourself such milder
terrain does not require excessive protection, though this is not helped by missing
hidden pitons!
Saturdays entertainment took place at
Dentelles de Montmirants. This doublesided crag gave shelter from the sun,
which on such a hot day was gratefully received. I joined forces with Kevin Yallop
and experienced some quite varied routes.
From pinnacles to crumbling arêtes and faces to troublesome bulges. The last
problem strategically fell upon Kevin’s lead, which he led through brilliantly. A
problem many of our party “enjoyed”. After I had seconded and joined Kevin
at his belay I was suffering very much from
the affliction of “dry-mouth-itous”.
The mountain environment also breeds
new ethics. In summit attempts it is acceptable to pull on slings, tat, quickies even
partners. See the picture right.
Pleased to say none of that was going on
when I climbed with Will at the huge Col
de Tourniol. Though our purist ascents
did stop us on the climb of “Pilier Sud” on
the Sunday. Two pitches up we came
across a shocking overhang with poor
holds graded at 5! The first pitches took a
diagonal ascent causing the escaping abseil
to fall directly into foliage. Needless to say
I had a scratching time freeing the ropes.
Morgan and Mick Brunton share a “stance” –
(Morgan shown using the whip!)
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Presles was Monday’s playground and
we had the pleasure of being joined by
Tim’s friends – Gregoire and his wife
Nadine and Christophe, who all looked
very professional and un-worried by
the scale of climbing. Again climbing
with Will we had to keep up with the
French couple (Greg and Nadine),
which was essential as the route
snaked around. Instructions were interesting with knowing little of each
other’s languages.
Pitches were varied including airy
traverses, laybacking blocks and
physical cracks. One particular section
that I “enjoyed” was leading through a
slightly overhanging chimney. Three
bolts had to be clipped in an awkward
fashion somewhere behind your head.
I even performed some “back and
Tim Armes – with chic French sunhat, waving from
Col de Tourniol
footing”, thought those skills could be
left in the
Peak District.
From this
event I would
like to submit
an application for the
legal use of
the
knee
when climbing.
Under
special circ u ms t a n c e s
such as when
restricted
within such
chimneys and
your ruck-sac
has become
Presles – Scale is difficult to assess, but the blank panel left of centre with the grey lines
snagged,
running down it is about 4 pitches. 10 pitches to the top is normal.
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therefore full leg extension is not possible. Another lesson learnt, if contemplating chimneying do not carry bananas in your pack. It’s not pretty. After a couple
of pitches I asked Will his opinion of the climb, “disgusting” was his response.
This climb, being my longest, brought about a great sense of achievement. We
topped out after eight pitches on the 200m route, climbing above soaring birds
and rewarded by views of a pretty vista with its hairpin bends and river that
twisted around the now model-sized village. Still people ask why climb? From
this vantage you had a great sense of the height gained, no longer was the river’s
flow detectable with the rapids now simply a blur. Also while watching the
farmyard below the delayed sound of the working tractor was heard long after
you saw its exhaust.
The final day brought the rain. A warm welcome was given by from the local
dogs of Ombleze who leapt onto the bonnet of the Volvo before we had even
stopped. We were pleased that we were not the lead car. This was another immense area full of climbing. Surrounded by very serious routes we managed to

Ombleze – 3km long and very high. Lots of single and two pitch routes though along towards the right hand end.

find a pocket of more sensible climbs.
Simon tackled a very tricky little number where the chain would not arrive
soon enough. Technical for its grade of 5c on small holds, where footholds disTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

appeared from sight as soon as you had gone past them, due to the steep nature
of the rock. We soon looked for nicer climbs to finish our trip. Once uprooted,
Jez learnt grass clumps make for poor foot holds. His attempts at mid-route gardening were not appreciated after showering not only all the crimpy holds but
also all the belayer’s with soil. Soon the rain returned and we were forced back
to the local bar. All satisfied with the trips’ climbs.
When multi-pitching there is always the desire to take off your rock shoes, for
me this is counteracted by the fear of dropping them. I have come up with the
perfect solution; remember how your gloves were connected via wool and feed
through the sleeves of your coat? Simple, shoes tied together with the connection
fed through trouser legs. Jobs a goodun. Now writing to 5:10 with the idea.
One of the biggest problems we encountered was stopping the half ropes clashing; not just keeping up with fashion but climbing on two orange ropes when out
of earshot is rather interesting. “Slack on orange, no the other orange”, became a
familiar call. Mammut certainly did very well out of this trip, their Galaxy ropes
proving most popular purchases. Shame they don’t produce more colours.
As usual I ate enough pain au chocolate and croissants to develop a French accent. I was about ready to get home not just for the pleasure of a bed, a proper
towel and a shower you do not have to keep pressing, but it was quite a mentally
and physically tiring trip, bloody good though.
Once again I returned to work with cut hands, scratched wrists and a dazed expression, fellow colleagues will soon become suspicious of my "trips".

Some of the group – Jez, Simon and Penny missing
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Novices Hut Meet in Wales
The small advert for Peterborough Mountaineering Club said
“Hill walkers welcome”. Great!
I thought, I get to walk among
mountains with a crowd of outdoor types. Lin Marsh, the New
Members Secretary was very
welcoming on the phone & suggested the novices’ weekend in
Wales, with an initial visit to the
Wall in Peterborough to meet
others and arrange a lift. “While
you’re here, you could try some
low level climbing”. A bit reluctantly I did but still couldn’t see
the attraction. However I was
encouraged to borrow a harness
and helmet from Clive, ‘just in
case’ I felt like trying in Wales.
During the car journey to the
Welsh hut, my convivial companions Gill, Jenny and Lin
asked if I had climbed trees
when I was young. When I confirmed that I had been an avid tree climber and that Mowgli was my hero for
much of my boisterous childhood, they smiled knowingly and said I would be
fine.
I was a bit apprehensive of the sleeping arrangements, not having slept in a
dorm since I was at school. I was relieved when we bagged the small room for 5
people. The only notable nocturnal event was when I briefly opened my eyes in
the night to see a large pair of muscular thighs disappearing into the hitherto unoccupied bunk above.
Saturday dawned misty but promising sun. Most people were going to climb
the slabs on Holyhead Mountain. Cars were packed and groups arranged. Tom
Hyde, the meet leader asked about experience and planned our initiation. As
there were no other hill walkers I thought I would give climbing a try…I could
always go off for a walk if it was as unpleasant as I expected. Equipped with
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some borrowed shoes, I and another novice Val were
started off by Tom, walking up and down a 10`
rock, without using our hands. I was
amazed at the difference the shoes
made. When we got the hang of that,
Tom took us through knots and belaying procedures.
The sun was beginning to peep
through the mist and the sea, a couple
of fields away, began to sparkle. Tom
lead up Slab Direct (V Diff, 30m), with
me belaying below. After the calls of
“That’s me…Ready to climb…. Climbing ” I set off and all my childhood exhilaration of scrambling up rocks at the
seaside came back to me. I loved it!
I couldn’t wait to do another climb.
My fears that my arms wouldn’t be
strong enough disappeared as I realised
my legs were doing most of the work. I found belaying more strenuous than
hanging onto the natural cracks and handholds in the rocks. After Slab Direct,
we climbed D’Elephant (V Diff 34m), a longer pitch but again relatively easy.
Whilst waiting for others to climb, we sociably chewed our sandwiches, leaned
on rocks and watched the progress of others. Someone on a much more difficult
climb (possibly Astrophe HVS 5a) slipped and fell about 18’ and was caught on
their anchor, which was curiously reassuring to a novice like me. The climber,
Sara Christie, dangling from her harness, paused to regain her composure and
her strength. Slowly she re-climbed, passing her secure point and battled with
herself and the rock to inch upwards, eventually emerging triumphant at the top.
Colin Hawes, used to encouraging scouts, suggested that I try leading up Slippers (V Diff 34m) with him beside me on a parallel rope. I jumped at the chance,
and quickly realised the difference between leading and seconding. Leading is
more strenuous as you have to balance for longer while trying to find secure fixings. It is also more technically difficult as you need experience to know which
nut or expanding “friend” to use in which crevasse. Probably only half of the
nuts I placed would have been satisfactory, but Colin patiently showed me how
to improve my placings. He then lead me up Lost Hope (HS 4b 28m) picking a
manageable route, but despite its classification. The fun bit was being lowered
back down, ‘bunny’ jumping with arms stretched out sideways, to give a better
angle of descent.
In the evening we all cooked our own meals, which as there were about 30 of
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us and two kitchens, worked out surprisingly smoothly, apart from a plastic cutlery tray going up in smoke. Some cooked chicken, chops and sausages on the
low round barbeque. It was a bit like a campfire, which we all sat around, drunk
wine and compared climbs recent and past.
On the following very sunny day, a group of us went to Idwal Slabs in Snowdonia. Gill Tuck suggested
that we climb one of the
classics called Charity (V
Diff). Although very slippery at the bottom through
years of use, once past the
first anchor point, it was a
fairly easy interesting
climbing. The rhyolite rock
was streaked with limestone
spa. The climb was about
470’, which we did in 4
pitches. The only drama being one nut that I managed
to jam further into a crack,
which Gill had to retrieve by being lowered back down about 40’ by me. The
view from the top of our climb was glorious at we gazed out over the mountain
lake below.
The scramble over the top and back down the side of the mountain was almost
as much fun as the climb up. We happily munched our sandwiches before starting the car journey back. The hut cost £5 as I joined the PMC and my share of
the petrol was £11. It was a brilliant weekend. I have discovered a new passion
in my life.
Sheelagh Shaen-Carter.
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A couple of days at Harrisons Rocks
By Simon Gough-Brown

Penny had decided to spend the Bank Holiday Weekend in Sussex with Debbie
MacGregor (erstwhile Aussie member of PMC, working in the South East at the
moment). I was persuaded that (as I wasn’t going to Font) it would be preferable
(for my health) if I went with Penny.
We took mountain bikes and climbing gear (just in case) and went for a fantastic ride on Saturday along the South Downs Way, which always seemed to be
uphill. The only downhill was at the end, after 15 miles, on a track, which was
last surfaced just after the Norman Conquest and was loose and dangerous
unless you slowly and gently “eased” down it at less than walking pace.
However, so as not to miss out on other local facilities, we went off to Harrisons Rocks for a bit of bouldering and top roping. It was just like Font with cliffs
rather than boulders. A Sandstone edge reminiscent of Rivelin, but with hundreds of routes and just one boulder on the way in.
A sandy path takes you through the Bluebell woods (fantastic smouldering blue
colour under the trees and behind every
rock) towards the bottom of the edge which
is about ½ mile long with bay after bay of
routes up steep sandy cliffs up to 10m high
with the traditional sandy, rounded top-outs
which we all know and love from Font.
We started out bouldering around some
“easy”, low walls about 4 bays in and found
that although the friction is good the holds
are not. Smearing on ball bearing with your
feet and slapping desperately for any crimp
or edge or pocket for your hands can have
very embarrassing results!
Gear is limited to top roping from in-situ
bolts, which require lots of slings or static
rope to get the top-rope crab over the edge
and prevent rope wear to the delicate, hard
top surface of the sandstone. No lowering
off, no abseiling, no swinging around and no
climbing in the wet, cos you can pull holds
off.
We set up a top rope on what looked like
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an easy face called “Cottonsocks Area” and started up “Open Chimney” (English 2b – apparently) a bridged corner with an awkward move 2/3 of
the way up. We then moved the rope along to the right a bit and tackled “Root
Route 3” (5b+), a series of large, rounded breaks and a slab at the (rounded) top.
“Root Route 2” was next (6a). This route had started out (pre-1956) as a 3b, but
had progressively got harder and now has a nasty long stretch at the top to the
roots of a beech tree which was planted on the top 100 years ago to hold the cliff
together.
Starts are generally hard, but once established on the routes, desperate mantelshelfing and side pulling normally yields results.
The next day we warmed up again on an innocuous-seeming slab (which turned
out to be desperate, but satisfying when completed) and then moved on to a
higher section of the wall called “Jagger Crack Area”. We then tried for almost
an hour to get off the ground on “Jagger” (5b+), having cheated (just a little bit!)
we completed the route and moved again to “Wailing Wall” (5c) as it started to
rain! Luckily Wailing Wall is overhanging and so the route at the bottom was
reasonably dry. It is a fantastic featured wall with a crack running up the centre,
which looked quite reasonable.
Unfortunately the rain got the best of us and half way up the holds started to get
wetter and more slippery, so a couple of falls later, we decided to pack up and
go, juts as the rain decided to become torrential.
The bluebells looked fantastic
in the rain and although we
got soaked, it was a great way
to end the day.
I walked through the campsite, which has space for
about 14 tents with concrete
blocks for cooking stoves and
a toilet, and shower block,
which seemed clean and tidy.
The tent pitches are set in the
bluebell wood and at this time
of year (beginning of May) it
is a wonderful place to camp.
I think a PMC trip might be
in order, perhaps the weekend
before Font next year to
warm people up? Penny,
Debbie and I enjoyed our
weekend anyway.
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China to Pakistan

Colin Edwards continues his epic journey into the Himalayas

On a 7-day trip from Xian to Kashgar, via the end of the Great Wall of China

and across this vast and inhospitable section of China, I thought it would be
beautiful, but I wish I'd taken the train! Endless flat horizons and sand storms
were the norm. We arrived at Turpan, an oasis town somewhere in the middle of
the Tamalakan desert. The second lowest spot on earth 155 meters below sea
level. Having been out camping in the desert for the
week. As we only had three hours here, a few of us searched out a local hotel
pool to get a shower and swim, though staying clean in the desert doesn't last
long. On leaving the pool we entered a raging sand storm! We arrived in
Kashgar filthy grimy and in need of a shower. We visited the famous Sunday
market, which spreads out nearly to the size of a small town, where you can buy
almost anything.
Leaving China for Pakistan heading down the Karakoram Highway (yet another 8th wonder of the world!). Having crossed from China via the Kunjerab
Pass in a snowstorm at 4700 meters, to the border town of Sost. After border formalities we headed for Passu, a small village located 100 kilometres south.
Beautiful mountains surround Passu, mostly unclimbed peaks all above 6000
meters not unlike the Chamonix Aiguilles, though much higher. We were very
happy to stay there as there's excellent trekking and bouldering with a couple of
new sport routes just put up by Hotrock. The people here are definitely the nicest
I've ever met; each one smiling and waving from the side of the road at us as the
Big Red Truck drives by.
Fairy Meadows
I have decided not to do the K2 base camp
trek due to a civil dispute in Gilgit where I
was going to book it from. So I joined some
others and decided to do the trek to the base
camp of the "Killer Mountain", Nanga Parbat
(8125 meters) and an attempt on a rarely
climbed Julliper peak. A 5200-meter trekking
peak located closest to Nanga Parbat. Our
team consisted of six Hotrockers, Sean our organizer who had been busy since China sorting out prices and equipment, also Kevin, Angie, Ricky, Pete and myself that made up our
team of six for the trek. We made our way to
Chilas, a dead end town on the KKH.
Our trek had been organized through ‘Hunza
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The Bayal Nanga Parbat group

Guides’ a small trekking agency based in Islamabad. We met Saeed our guide
during breakfast, where he told us stories of his attempt on Nanga Parbat and
getting to 7300 meters and being a close friend of Reinhold Mesner who had
been here the following year for the anniversary of the mountain and to pay respects to his brother, lost on Nanga Parbat some years ago.
The first day was to ‘Fairy Meadows’ where after meeting the porters and
cooks we took the scariest jeep ride up road with a dizzying 900 meter sheer
drop in to the river below. A three hour walk in from the jeeps we arrived at
Fairy Meadows where you are met with Pine forests log cabins, open fields and
a fantastic view of Nanga Parbat, when it's not covered in cloud, it's also an idyllic spot to camp, chill out or play Polo which our guide had arranged for us the
following day.
In the morning I watched my first Polo match held between Saeed and his
brother and some of the local villagers. After retiring early from the match Saeed
left to arrange the allocation of gear to the porters for the trek up to our next
camp, Bayal, just below the glacier, and an hours walk through an alpine forest.
The following day Pete, Angie, Ricky and myself left to visit Nanga Parbat base
camp about two hours walk from Bayal camp. We left early but from the onset I
started feeling weak and dizzy so I left the rest and made my own pace to base
camp. On arrival we came across the memorial plaque left last year to Herrmann
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Khutsu Pass

Buhl from Germany, who on the 3rd July 1953 was the first man to summit
Nanga Parbat. We had breathtaking views of the mountain and glaciers. After a
very slow and tiring plod back, I arrived back at Bayal camp shattered and a
long way behind the others. Thankfully dinner was ready and I sat down to another three course meal readied by our cooks in a tent, Chicken corn soup followed by Roast chicken and chips, chicken curry and Nan and vegetables then to
be followed with either Custard or fruit, all to washed down with lashings of
Chai or sweet milk tea. I must say these were the best meals I've eaten since
leaving the UK.
After breakfast and sorting gear we made our way up to our last high camp, I
took my time as I was still feeling a bit ill from the walk to base camp the previous day. From there it's another 3-4 hours to the summit, so I was trying to conserve my energy. On arrival we pitched tents on what level ground we could find
and after dinner I went to bed, as it would be an early start next morning.
The cooks woke us at 5am for breakfast and to start the trek up to the pass. Following steep ground it was hard going, crossing rocks and snowfields and occasionally falling up to our waists in the soft snow. We arrived at the Khutsu pass
4837 metres where we had incredible views of Nanga Parbat and the surrounding peaks. From here we could see the route to our right, where it was a steep
scramble to a shoulder and two snow traverses to a gully. From the onset I was
feeling the affects of the altitude, which was slowing me down, also it was apTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

parent that the conditions were not in our favour, soft snow above loose ice and
rocks made the going difficult. Climbing small iced gullies and more deep soft
snow made our progress too slow and only 100 meters vertical distance from the
top the group, (apart from Sean, Peter and Rajeev who desperately wanted to
summit, that was their decision) but the rest of us and Saeed decided to go down.
And as it was now a white out and hailing, a wise decision I think, plus I was
now feeling very bad with a thumping headache that wouldn't go away.
On the return, as I was half way across the soft snow traverse, I turned around
to see Kev, lying spread eagled as he had slipped on the loose rock and ice, desperately trying to plant his ice axe into the soft snow only to be saved by our
guide who had grabbed his jacket just as he slipped. Taking our time to cross the
loose and icy sections we arrived at the pass for lunch, where we were able to
see the others occasionally through the breaks in the cloud. It later transpired
that the last section was more difficult than they thought, having to rope up for a
short loose rock section with Pete knocking off large rocks that if we were all
together would surely have hit one of us. After lunch I set off back down before
the others as I was feeling worse and needed to get to a lower altitude. I arrived
at Bayal camp in a dizzy state and took a tumble on loose scree. We arrived at
Fairy Meadows around 5pm with Sean, Peter and Rajeev returning from the top
just before dark. I went to bed early but spent most of the night visiting the loo!
Packing all our gear for the porters, we set off for the jeep ride down to Chilas.
Suffering from the night before I slowly made my way down accompanied by
Rajeev who was also not doing too well suffering from bad blisters. Again another scary jeep ride with Angie wanting to get out and walk. We arrived at our
hotel tired and happy to have had such fantastic time with the guides and the service they provided for us. Just to say, if you ever go trekking in the Karakoram I
recommend Hunza guides for their service and friendliness.
Next stop Islamabad and then onto India.

All the best Colin.

Did you know that the PMC has a library?

We have guides to climbing, walking, scrambling, maps of Wales, maps of lots
of other places, safety videos and lots more + some items of equipment.
However we also have some items missing/late/borrowed from the library over
the years, so if you have anything in your possession and have finished using it
then let us have it back – please. Also – if you are feeling very philanthropic
and have books or guides you don’t use then, before you put them in the loft
please consider donating them to our library.
We will soon be publishing a list of all the items we have – so please use the facility
it is yours.
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PMC multi-pitch limestone trip
Vercors - French Alps
26th May – 1st June 2004
By Zoë Handscombe

Jon Darling, Ross West
and I decided to fly out
a day earlier than the
others – cheaper
flights – and have a day
in Lyon, where I spent 4
months as a student in
late 1999.
The fun started in Stansted Airport when we
suddenly discovered the
weight allowance had
dropped to 15kg per
person with £4/kg excess baggage charge. A
quick reshuffle from
rucksacks to hand luggage later and we
checked in. Our 3 bags
went on together, blatantly leaning against
the side and came to a
grand total of 44.6kg!!
Phew, at least they
don’t weigh hand luggage, which now held
twin 60m ropes, tent
sheets, 20 quick draws and other odds and ends. Something to remember when
packing for future rock trips abroad.
More fun when we picked up the hire car at St Etienne. Have you ever driven
a car with a card instead of a key? Nor had we, so when confronted with our
Renault Megane with a card and button, I had to recall my French to read the
manual and find out how to start the engine! 2 hours later and we drove into
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Lyon at 4pm. Great idea…NOT! To Jon’s credit he did really well to cope with
a car he didn’t know, driving on the wrong side of the road, in the 2nd biggest
city in France, at rush hour and try and park with Ross and I shouting different
directions at the same time. We finally got parked and Jon took up smoking
again. Hmmm…
I enjoyed the wander round, but I think I’ll go back again and enjoy it properly
without a car next time. We headed for the campsite and had a few beers with
the friendly Dutch couples who had just taken over the campsite.
The next day we went into Romans Sur Isère and bought some supplies and
found a climbing guide for the region. We went on a hunt for the climbing site
in Barbières but nobody seemed to know where it was and the map was not specific enough to tell.
After driving for half an hour along a private road and still finding nothing, I
left Jon and Ross to climb a very big hill to get to a crag at the top (which, incidentally, also turned out to be not only private land but a hunting ground as
well!) and went back to the campsite to wait for the others. When Penny arrived
we went to Tim and Nicole’s
house and then onto the proper
gorge where the others were already climbing. Jon and Ross
had eventually found somewhere
to climb, but it was grade 7 +,
very dodgy and they later found
out it had been closed for 2 years
for being dangerous! Fortunately they lived to tell the tale.
The next day, Friday 28th, we
started climbing properly. Tim
led me and Graham Robinson,
followed by Jon and Ross, up a
very exposed arête called Le
Spigalo. It was a 3 pitch route
(4+, 5, 5+) which went higher
than I’d been on a route before,
to say nothing of the fact the
ground was on a huge slope on
one side and disappeared off
down to the valley on the other.
For me, it was my first experience of bolted climbing and certainly the first time I’d done
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such an exposed route so it took a lot to get my head around it. It was tempting
to look around but as we went up I quickly realised that just looking at the rock
was far safer (looking down on birds flying was a little bit vertiginous!) Having
a second person climbing right behind me was very comforting and I think gave
me the courage to climb a lot further that I would have done alone.
Tim led pitches 1 and 3, bringing me and Graham up together, then Graham
led the 2nd pitch. It was a great feeling to reach the top and realise exactly what
I’d just done. Even on the abseil down I couldn’t believe I’d actually climbed
what I was passing.
After a lovely picnic lunch – thanks Penny – we scrambled Indiana Jones style
down into the gorge and climbed some smaller routes. Simon gave us some help
with ropes and gear to help get us used to setting up safe belays and abseils using the chains at the top of the routes. Afterwards, Tim and Nic organised a great
BBQ for us that night at their house.
On Saturday 29th we set off in a convoy to an outcrop called “Les Dentelles de
Montmirants” about 2 hours drive away. The closest car park left us with a 20
minute scramble up some steep trails to the base of the crags, which were shaped
like big spikes and teeth jutting up from the hilltops. Even from the base there
were some fantastic view across
the valleys full of olive groves
and lakes in the distance. The
weather was gorgeous with blue
skies, fluffy clouds and high temperatures, although a bit windy
on the exposed heights.
Simon GB and I climbed together
while Jon went off with Tim. It
was interesting to climb with a
different partner for a change.
Simon persuaded me to lead
pitches one and three (3b, 5a, 4c)
on “Petite Emeline”, something I
didn’t think I would do the day
before. Afterwards I felt I could
have lead the 2nd pitch too, but
for the crux in the middle, which
would have been difficult without the top rope.
Climbing bolted routes is very
different from placing gear yourself, because all you need to
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worry about was how to get to the next bolt. It broke the route down and allowed me to forget about how high I was and just concentrate on the next move.
On a top rope it is easier to take in the surroundings but I find myself far more
focused on lead. The top of the route brought us up into a high cave with a big
opening at the back, through which we had to abseil to get down. It was fun
looking down on the other climbers at the top of their routes before dropping
down into a tree on the other side! Walking back round we managed to downclimb a steep 4b scree covered corner thinking it was the way down… it wasn’t!
The next climb I did was a single pitch called “Archimèdes” (grade 5) which I
seconded, following Simon and Penny. This one was decidedly more tricky as it
had a narrow finger crack up the left hand side and left me with very little to
hold on near the top. We then chose a 2-pitch route “Le Crapolet” (4c), which
was allegedly graded 4c on both pitches but I found the crux on pitch 1 far more
difficult and also found the route quite hard to follow. I followed an obvious
crack which got narrower and narrower until I couldn’t get any higher, then required a step across to the right to find a belay chain on the face. I clipped in
and found myself suspended over nothing and feeling like I was going to get
blown off. After a few moments to collect myself and belayed Simon up. We
decided not to go for the top pitch.
Jon, Ross, Nicole and I stopped for a well deserved cold beer on the way back
and congratulated ourselves on being in such a fantastic place and having done
some great climbs that day.
On the Sunday we all went into Romans again to visit the market, which was
the usual French affair with cheese, meat, vegetables and (my favourite) more
fresh olives than you can shake a stick at! We’d decided to have another BBQ at
the campsite the next day so got all the things we needed for that and enjoyed
watching the world go by in the market cafes.
In the afternoon we headed up the road from the campsite to the “Col de
Tourniol”, an enormous crag – in fact “cliff” would be a more accurate description! – on the ridges above our campsite. The drive up was disturbing to say the
least, with the kind of hairpin bends that turn your stomach at the best of times,
but this particular road was also full of kamikaze cyclists that appeared round the
bends with no warning. So we were feeling a bit uncomfortable when we
reached the car park and seeing the sheer size of Col de Tourniol up close did
nothing to calm me down. We then had another horrendous walk-in which involved clambering and scrambling up a vast scree slope at a very steep angle,
with stones and boulders bouncing happily past us at regular intervals.
Jon, Simon, Nadine, Gregoire and I went around the side to an easier start
point for our 5-pitch climb. I partnered up with Gregoire, Simon with Nadine.
Jon decided to give it a miss and look after our bags. The first pitch was a long
traverse with what felt like very large gaps between the bolts, so as soon as I reTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

leased the rope from one bolt I was being pulled off-balance until I reached the
next. My instincts told me to give up after one pitch but Simon persuaded me to
do another one before going down. A very cunning move, because the next
pitch took us round onto the front of the Col and the ground was suddenly
MUCH further down so an abseil seemed far less appealing!
I kept going and completed the climb despite the onset of cold and rain, climbing through shrubs, over narrow crevasses which went a LONG WAY DOWN
and up corners where every other stone was loose. When I got to the top the
views were incredible, but the rain and cold meant there was no time to sit and
admire them. I’m really proud of myself for completing the Col because the
combination of the exposure, the height, the length of the climb and the weather
(I was so cold I couldn’t feel my fingers properly by the end) made it physically
and psychologically certainly the most challenging climb I have done so far.
Thank you to Simon and Gregoire for getting me up it! That night we ate in the
campsite restaurant and I tried my first snails (surprisingly good).
On the Monday we drove an hour over to the hanging village of Pont en Royans, where the houses are cut into the rock and extended over the gorge with lots
of props and wedges. While the others went on up to Presles, a crag similar to
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but much bigger than Col de
Tourniol, for some insane 8-10
pitch climbs, Jon, Ross, Jez and
I decided to take a day off and
enjoy the sunshine and surroundings of Pont en Royans.
We relaxed in the sun and wandered around a bit before finding the holy grail… a gear shop!
Far too much money later we
drove half an hour further up
the valley and went on a tour of
the Grottes de Choranche.
These are 28km of natural caves
with thousands of stalactites and
stalagmites and natural streams
throughout.
The tour only
showed us about 500m but it
was amazing. The specialities
of these caves were Soda Straw
stalactites.
They are between 4 – 6mm
wide perfect tubes, the longest
of which was 3.2m long. Bearing in mind they form at the rate
of 5cm per century it was a very impressive sight! They also had some prehistoric cave dwelling creatures called “Oms” which looked like opaque baby
crocodiles and can go up to a year without feeding. Very strange!
We had another BBQ at Tim and Nic’s and ended our holiday a day before the
others, but full of good food, good beer and good company. Despite the obligatory rain and traffic jams we still made it to the airport and smuggled our luggage through without being charged for excess weight again.
An interesting observation: Tweezers are banned from hand luggage, but a bag
full of climbing ropes, quickdraws, crabs, slings, friends and rocks are perfectly
acceptable…?

Zoë Handscombe
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A nice day out at Froggatt!
By Morgan Hjort and Jez Gittins.

Morgan. Late Friday night, down the pub, we decided to go to Froggatt and
climb the 3-pebble slab, as a part of the 50-year club anniversary. We were Morgan, Paul, Jez, Moira, Debbie (Aussie girl) and Simon who had, as per usual,
finalised the details (thanks for that!). 8 o’clock, Sunday morning we met at
Paul’s, and drove up to Hathersage. We were greeted by a very happy and bored
Lottie (Simons dog), who wanted to go out and have a run around to see if there
were any interesting things to find. So, since the other car (Simon, Moira and
Debbie) wanted to go straight out we didn’t get our normal infusion of caffeine
but instead went straight up to Froggatt.
We quickly paired up, so I got to climb with Paul and we started with a couple
of easy routes. I first led “Allen’s slab” (S 4a), a little lofty traverse that was a
good warm up and a very nice little route. Paul then made “Trapeze Direct” (VS
4c) look very easy. I actually found the crux move awkward since it was a laybacky, jamming crack thing. Never mind, we got up and on to the next route.
Since the route we intended to do was busy we did a variation of the same. “Slab
recess” (Diff) was what we opted for but I did it with a little harder finish. We
went straight up the top rather than going for the corner where Simon had made
a little nest waiting for Debbie to get up the first slimy bit of “Slab recess direct” (HS 4b). Then it was our turn to do the same route, “Slab recess direct”,
and Paul led it with ease and I went as
second.
This was the end of the warm up and
with my new and improved selfconfidence after finishing off “Chalk
storm” E4 5c at the Roaches weekend,
it was time to have lunch and then wander over to 3-pebble slab area. When
we got there it was busy so we moved
onto “Tody’s wall” (HVS 5a), instead.
My lead and I was standing in front of
the start looking at the awkward looking boulder that makes up the beginning of the crux. I got up TO the boulder easy enough, but how to get on top
of the thing?! Tried a few permutations, flop onto it belly down, No didn’t
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work! Back to the wall, sitting ON the
ledge, NO not that either… A few photos
were taken on this occasion and I was more
giggling than taking it too seriously. Finally
I could get my fingers on to the hold at the
crux and look at the actual move. Nice gear
placement so it is safe enough, right hand on
the layback sloping hold, left on the ledge
palm down, foot up onto the same ledge and
in a flash it was all over! MUCH easier than
I expected… (This is Wills route on the 50year list, so if he wants the beta, there it is!)
pad up the slab and then it is just the wellprotected crack left. This was more of a
challenge since (you should know this by
now) I do not like cracks very much! A nice
route that then Debbie, Simon and Paul all
seconded. Although Paul had the same problem as me, trying to get on the block.
Again, he found the big rock up onto the main slab fairly straight forward.
Jez. It was a couple of years since I’d been to
Froggatt so Moira and I tried a few of the
popular warm-up routes namely “Slab Recess
Direct” and “Allan’s Slab” with the others
and then after a little exploring Moira found
some other routes off the beaten track that she
wanted to try. We left the others and wandered past the “Great Slab” area where Simon
was setting up a top-rope on the blank slab. I
have no idea how anyone could have climbed
it in hob-nailed boots 50 years ago! It looked
difficult to protect by any means as there
seemed no gear on the slab and also being a
huge traverse on a ramp, a top-rope would
offer only limited protection as well as any
fall would give a great swing.
We left Simon and Debbie to it and I had a
look at the route Moira had spotted. “Green Gut” HS 4a, is a corner crack, well
sheltered and surprisingly clean. I had visions of the sort of route that eats up
friends, arms, legs and everything else including climbers but it is a delight. It
has some interesting bridging moves and excellent gear but was over too soon.
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Despite that, it’s definitely worth 2 stars. We continued exploring, past the others in a queue for 3 pebble slab and ended up at “Sunset Slab.” I agreed to lead
this one before checking the route description that I didn’t have but instead
asked a nearby climber who showed me his guidebook that mentions the route
being the cause of many textbook medical fractures! I decided not to show or tell
Moira about the description until I had finished climbing! Needless to say I
thought at HVS 4b and being 3 stars I would definitely try this one. It is a small
slab with a couple of points of gear but past that, a certain ground fall and I
found the crux surprisingly higher and more technical than I expected. Happy
with this one I led “Sunset Crack” next to it, HS 4c, to get another route in before Simon had to leave with Moira and Debbie. With that I went off to find
Morgan and Paul.
Morgan. On to the main reason for the day! “3 Pebble
Slab” (E1 5a) just to the right of Todys, and still
busy! The guy on it was waffling
around and making me a bit nervous
so I decided NOT to look or listen. Finally, he got up it and when his mate
had done it as well it was my turn. I
think you all know that it is, once
again, a slab with very little protection. Pad up the first bit (trust the friction) get a Friend 1½ in the first hold,
and then step up and put small nut behind the bulge in the hold, not a bad
placement. Lastly cram a friend in by
the nut, not the best ever but it will
probably hold if you fall with low
gravity (you
all know how
to do that,
don’t you?).
Then the good bit! Pull up; step across onto the bulge
up to the right. Now, all your weight is on the wrong
leg, there is nothing to hold on to, so JUST rock over…
Got it! Then it is only the slab left, pad up (just trust the
friction!!) slowly, slowly. Finally sink your finger in to
the narrow crack just below the top. And it is all over!!
Jez seconded and he had the same problem at the crux
as I had, but did it clean. After that it was Paul’s turn, a
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tired Paul, but he found a much more direct route and made the whole thing look
so much easier, a few accusations of cheating were thrown around but finally we
agreed that he just was more clever than me and Jez…
Finally, just to put a nice end to the day I talked Jez into leading “Chequers
Buttress” (HVS 5a), my favourite route at Froggatt. It is a nice lead, not physical at all, just a bold move around a corner. If you haven’t done it, DO IT, it is so
nice! After doing it easily, I think that Jez agrees with me.
A very nice day, all in all. My only regret is that I didn’t have a go at leading
the E5 6a “Heartless hare” that we where having a top rope on! Debbie did it on
toprope and I did it clean so it should be possible to do! Maybe next time!!!!
Jez. I ended the day after seconding “3 Pebble Slab” with Morgan suggesting
that I lead “Chequers Buttress.” I
had seen Colin Edwards lead this
a couple of years before and
wanted to try it but it did seem
very exposed. Morgan said this
was his favourite route so I
went for it and decided to give
it a try. Soon enough I was
10m up balancing on a small
ledge, trying to look happy
with Paul taking pictures! It
is a fantastic position, with
stunning moves on an exposed arête that reminded
me of the 2nd pitch of
“Valkyrie” at the Roaches. There
are lots of reaching balancing
committing moves including the
final layback arête and a fontesque top-out but the protection is very good throughout. A suitable ending to a
good day-out.
As for Great slab, well
that will possibly have
to wait for a certain
other person to
attempt!?
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GRANTS
You may have heard people mention that the PMC will give out a grant for
climbing expeditions or trips and you may be asking – what do I have to do to
qualify for some of this funding. Over the past year or so the club has partfunded trips to the Vercors, the Old Man of Stoer, Sardinia, Thailand/China and
other places.

The main criteria for getting a grant are as follows
1 - You must be a fully paid up member of the club – as must every member of a trip
who is trying to qualify for a contribution.
2 - You must have made some contribution to the club – been a wall supervisor, set
routes, been a meet leader, been on the committee or otherwise contributed.
3 - The trip must be to a region or crag that has not been visited by the club before – a
trip to Stanage or Chamonix is certainly not new ground and will not qualify
4 - The club should get something back from the trip – certainly a slide show and an article for this magazine. We would also like to see a fact sheet on a new area so that any
other member of the club who subsequently wants to visit that area will have the information to hand.
The decision on grants is made by the committee on a case by case basis using the above
criteria and grants will usually only be paid after the trip has taken place.
If you are planning a trip then have a word with the committee to see if it may qualify –
if the trip might be approved for funding then we will need a written application.
The whole point about grants is that they are for furthering the climbing and mountaineering ambitions of the club – for pushing the limits both in techniques but geographically as well. We usually look favourably on contributions that fulfil all the above criteria as all the committee believe that the funds held within the club are for the use of all
the members. Use the facility and explore some more!!
Please note that the above applies to grants for going on climbing/ mountaineering
trips – the issue of training grants is a separate one – if you feel that you could benefit
the club by doing some training then ask the committee and we will consider it. We already put on events every year – such as the recent self-rescue course, which was subsidised by the club.
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Mick’s Meets
Just a few lines to let you know of the events coming up in the
future! In August Simon GB has kindly offered to run the annual Pembroke meet. For those of you that haven't been this
week is simply a must. With some of the best climbing in the
U.K. Pembroke is awesome, so book the time off from work
quickly. Dave Fleet is organising a meet to Northumberland
in August and Dave Peck will be hosting the Lakes meet in
September. Both are great locations but of Northumberland
beware. They breed them hardy up there and that first VS may
be tougher than you think!
The 50th anniversary dinner looms large on this calendar and
its one event I'm really looking forward too but I have one
question. Is it black tie? If you've sobered up in time October
see's the introduction of a location which for many people may
be new with Jez Gittins returning to the haunts of his youth
down in Portland. Deep water soloing may be out in October
but this is a good warm up for those of you thinking of travelling to Spain later in the year. Gill Tuck is running a trip to the
Costa's in the first week of November but be quick because
places are limited and already there has been a huge amount of
interest.
With the Chilli bash and Christmas meet also on the horizon
the calendar for this year is filling up. However, early next
year will see a meet up in Scotland in late January with probably a further meet back in Glencoe at the end of Feb. Plans for
the New Year include the usual favourites, but perhaps with a
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bit of a twist. I hope to sort out a trip to visit the delights of
Southern sandstone and take time to return to the Forest of
Dean. For those of you with a thirst for areas further afield,
Loften in Norway looks really interesting (see the recent
Rockfax mini guide) Kalymnos in Greece is somewhere that
has been mentioned as a possible sport-climbing holiday
around May time and there is always a trip to Font. My thanks
go to all the meet leaders for volunteering to run the trips and
especially to the ladies supplying the culinary expertise at the
Chilli bash and Christmas meets. Alison worry not I know the
turkey will be fine and Beth I realise its a chilli bash but could
you do some of those poppadom things with all the chutney
bits.
Cheers
Mick Brunton

PMC 50th Anniversary

With only just over a month to go until the PMC 50th dinner,
have you booked your seats for this grand occasion yet? Unfortunately the Quality Hotel, Llanberis is fully booked now, but you
can still get a room at the Gwynedd Hotel or the Padarn Lake Hotel, (see the enclosed booking form for further details). Remember, this is a great opportunity to celebrate in style 50 glorious
years of the PMC. And don’t forget, the renowned British mountaineer Stephen Venables is the guest speaker. So, if you have not
yet booked your place for this unique occasion, please fill in the
booking form and return it ASAP to the address on the form. See
you there!
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ABOUT THE PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
PMC is a friendly, successful club with nearly
200 members of all ages. We hold regular
trips to the Peak District, Wales, the Lake District and the Scottish Highlands to walk and
climb. Each year we organise many club
events including trips to the Alps, sunny Spain
France, plus training sessions, courses, socials, master classes,…...etc etc…(you get
the picture!)
The club owns a luxurious hut in Snowdonia
(hot showers / fitted kitchen / drying room )
and the climbing wall in Peterborough. The
wall is open 7pm - 10pm weekdays, 1pm 9pm weekends and is at the Sports Club (and
bar) beside Edith Cavell Hospital (CLUB
NIGHTS TUESDAYS). Non members are
very welcome to join us at most events and
you are welcome to use the climbing wall at
any time. We offer the following benefits of
membership:

• 25% discount every time you climb

(£3.50 vs. £4.50 for non members);

• 30% discount on hut fees at the
Snowdonia cottage;

• Membership of the club bar and
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

use of changing rooms at the climbing wall ;
10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK;
Training and expedition grants to
subsidise your personal
development;
3rd party BMC mountaineering
insurance;
An active social life (training
courses, events, competitions, dinners, BBQ`s, etc;
Quarterly club newsletter;
A source of walking and climbing
partners;
Meeting like minded, adventurous
people.

------------------------------------------------------------APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Please complete the details below legibly, sign, enclose your remittance (made payable to
"Peterborough mountaineering club”) and return to Lin Marsh, 156, Fulbridge Road, Peterborough
PE1 3LF. Individual membership = £25. Family = £35.
I wish to apply for membership of the Peterborough Mountaineering Club. I understand that the
Club's rules state: “Members and guests participating in club activities do so entirely at their own risk.
Neither the Club nor its Officers, nor its Committees will accept any responsibility for any injury, loss
or damage to persons or property”. I understand that the committee has the right to revoke any membership at their discretion. I am over 18 years of age.
Full Name: _________________________________________________ (BMC Insurance included)
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Post Code:___________________

Telephone:_______________________________________

Second family member________________________________________ (BMC Insurance Included)
Note: Extra BMC insurance is available at £4.50 per 3rd and subsequent person (s)
I agree to abide by the PMC's rules and conditions if I am elected a member of the club.
Signature of applicant:_____________________________________________ Date: / /20______
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

1954-2004 - 50 Years of PMC Events
Aug 7/8
Aug 21-31
Sept 4/5
Sept 18/19
Oct 1-3
Oct 16/17
Oct 30-Nov 6
Nov 20/21
Dec 5th
Dec 18/19
Jan 15/16
Jan 28-2 Feb

Northumberland
Meet leader - Dave Fleet
Pembroke
Meet leader - Simon Gough-Brown
Lake District
Meet leader - Dave Peck
50th Anniversary hut meet
Meet leader Will Kimberly
Portland climbing
Meet leader Jez Gittins
Wales hut meet
Meet leader - Nick Downey
Winter - Sun rock trip
Meet leader Gill Tuck
Wales hut meet - Chili bash
Meet leader Beth Rawson
Slide show and photo comp
Meet leader - Paul Rowlands
Wales hut meet - Christmas
Meet leader - Alison Hyde
Wales hut meet
Meet leader - TBA
Scottish Winter - Cairngorms
Meet leader Mick Brunton

Tel: 01733 898172
Tel: 01733 246474
Tel: 01733 770244
Tel: 01778 380005
Tel: 07736 638874
Tel: 01553 766766
Tel: 07778 560690
Tel: 01142 749811
Tel: 01733 757324
Tel: 01952 503161
Tel: TBA
Tel: 07961 817008

For details of events without contacts, please see the Wall notice board nearer the date
Note: Non-members are welcome and
encouraged to join us on these events
It is the best time to meet us!
Lifts are normally arranged at the wall
On the Tuesday evening before the event.
Occasionally an event may change, for
confirmation on future events, contact
Mick Brunton on 07961 817008.

“ Thank you to all the members who took the
time to write articles for this issue”. Please remember
it is your newsletter, and we need your stories and
articles, so please keep them coming in. send your articles
to Nick Downey. Tel no: 01553 771306

Remember the all new PMC web site:
www.peterboroughmc.org.uk

